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The Inner Senses 
"This arbitrary limitation set upon the individual self 
is put upon it by its reliance upon the outer senses,  
as a method of perceiving reality.  The outer senses 
are excellent tools of perception for limited 
circumstances. However, man has relied upon them 
so long, and with such cringing dependence, that now 
they threaten to hamper his own growth and 
development."  ~ ES2, Session 55

We are at a crossroads as a species



My Path
✦Always had a deep interest in all things metaphysical

✦ Integrating passion w/ livelihood = energy medicine

✦Started having spontaneous OBEs in my early 20s

✦Triggered by various qigong practices, and...

✦Death of someone I cared about

✦Teach and practice energy medicine in San Jose, CA

✦Acupuncture, Medical Qigong Energy Medicine, 
Intuitive Consultations, OBE classes, retreats, etc.



My Goal
✦Following a brief introduction to the phenomenon

✦ I want to introduce a sure fire, tested, works for all,  
no-nonsense, practical guide for OBEs

✦ I want to increase awareness of this simple entry 
method and make it available to everyone

✦ I want to increase the practice of this phenomenon  
so that we can corroborate research and push the 
leading edge of what we know about ourselves

✦ I want to get out of the theoretical & dive into the 
practical: direct personal experience



This Year’s Talk
✦Will focus on radical & direct personal experience

✦Will focus on one method to create experience

✦Rather than diving into many Seth quotes

✦You will go home with the tools to Do It Yourself

✦The method is accessible to materialists & spiritualists

✦OBE states are attainable by all (all worldviews)  
scientific, materialist, spiritual, atheist, etc... 

✦Theories vary, but entry methods are the same!

✦Possibility of engaging many more people 



What is an OBE?
✦Your full waking consciousness is perceived to be 

outside the physical body

✦You are perceiving reality thru the inner senses while 
your physical body is at rest and asleep

✦There are gradations of waking consciousness: 
Unconscious Dreaming ~ Lucid Dreaming ~ OBE

✦OOB states can feel super real, surpassing even the 
reality of the 5 physical senses!



Why Practice OBE?

✦ Incredible acceleration of personal development

✦Turn on other portions of your brain, unlock intuition

✦Meeting people: deceased, celebrities, masters*

✦Fulfillment of desires (remember the Holodeck?)

✦Travel anywhere in the world or universe

✦Travel anywhere in time



Why Practice OBE?
✦Access tremendous healing energy, heal the body

✦Rehabilitation of disabilities or injures

✦Train special skills (martial arts, surfing, etc...)

✦Train your mind in focused reality creation

✦Alternative to mind altering drugs, VR, video games...

✦May provide a powerful rite of passage for those 
seeking “beyond the physical”

✦Provide an outlet for the disabled to enjoy life



Practical Guide

✦3 Main Methods  
of Practice

✦ Indirect Method

✦Direct Method

✦Dream Conversion

✦Reference: Michael 
Raduga’s books



Indirect Method
✦ Is most effective: up to 90% success rate!

✦ Is a very logical, methodical algorithm of various 
techniques that have proven highly effective

✦Uses your natural 24 hr cycle

✦Techniques are applied upon awakening from sleep

✦Catch mind in its most ideal state for projection

✦By far the easiest and most accessible method



Indirect Method
Basic Outline

✦Sleep for 6 hours (1st sleep)

✦Wake to an alarm or naturally

✦Get up for 3 to 50 min. (bathroom, read book,etc.)

✦Go back to sleep as long as possible (2nd sleep)

✦2nd sleep will have many natural awakenings

✦Make attempts upon each awakening



Indirect Method
Second Sleep

✦Capture & use the hypnopompic state

✦Refers to state of consciousness leading out of 
sleep, i.e. in-between sleeping & waking

✦ Ideal platform from which to launch OBEs

✦Our goal is to awaken w/o movement

✦Capture the in-between state & project

✦ If we find ourselves too awake, induce the  
in-between state so that we can project



Indirect Method
Stages of sleep

Source: Michael Raduga



Indirect Method

Separation Attempts

✦First, conscious awakening must be achieved:

✦Awakening w/o movement

✦Your first thought should be on making attempts

✦Projection is attempted upon awakening (~5 sec) 
using various techniques to exit the body  
(coming up next)



Indirect Method
Separation Attempts

✦Upon Awakening, immediately try to separate:

✦Levitate (more advanced)

✦Roll out (relatively effective)

✦Get up (easiest)

✦Take about 5 seconds only, unless it starts to work

✦Success can be up to 50% just by doing this alone!

✦You’ll naturally wake many times during 2nd sleep, 
providing numerous opportunities for attempts



Indirect Method
Cycling Techniques

✦ If separation attempts are not successful (~5 sec)

✦Switch to cycling techniques (explained next)

✦They are designed to induce the in-between state

✦ In-between state is very easy to re-create:

✦During the last 2 hours of sleep

✦ Immediately upon awakening w/o motion

✦Lets look at what it means to “cycle techniques” 



Indirect Method
Cycling Techniques

✦First, we’ll look at the techniques themselves,  
(later we’ll look at what it means to “cycle”)

✦They are designed to induce the in-between state

✦We’ll go through each technique one by one

✦Remember: techniques in and of themselves are 
not the method

✦Their application in an algorithm (cycling) is what 
does the trick!



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Phantom Wiggling

✦After waking & attempting to separate...

✦ Imagine & feel your arm (or any body part) moving

✦Back and forth movement w/o using muscles

✦Feel the etheric arm (or body part) begin to wiggle

✦ Increase amplitude of movement

✦Do not move your physical arm!



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Rotation

✦After waking & attempting to separate...

✦Feel as if you are rotating on your head foot axis

✦Use your feeling sense vs imagination

✦Vestibular sensation rather than visual image

✦Turn 90, 180, or a full 360 degrees

✦Gets easier with practice



Indirect Method

Techniques for Cycling: Kinesthetic Motion

✦After waking & attempting to separate...

✦Vividly imagine yourself performing movement:

✦Swimming, running, walking, qigong, biking, hiking, 
rope climbing, swinging, spinning, etc...

✦Make is as real & vivid as you can

✦Put your all into it: visual & kinesthetic sensation



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Rub the Hands

✦After waking & attempting to separate...

✦Vividly imagine & feel as if you are rubbing hands

✦Same motion as if trying to warm your hands

✦Place your etheric hands 

✦2 - 4 inches from face

✦ just above eye level

✦Actively feel & look at your etheric hands



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Observing Images

✦After waking & attempting to separate...

✦Eyes closed, look out into the void

✦Try to see pictures, images, or symbols

✦Look passively, panoramically, “wide angle”

✦Do not focus in on details, or images will disappear

✦Allow images to become more real



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Peering

✦After waking & attempting to separate... 

✦ Imagine you are holding a familiar object in hand

✦Cell phone, iPad, or any object very familiar to you

✦Hold it up to your face & examine it

✦Re-create it visually & feel it kinesthetically

✦Distance of about 4 to 6 inches works well



Indirect Method
Techniques for Cycling: Listening In

✦After waking & attempting to separate... 

✦Begin to listen to the sounds inside your head

✦Humming, Buzzing, Sizzling, Melodies may appear

✦Keep focusing on the sound, allow it to expand

✦Explore its feel, vibration, tone, sound, & response

✦Sounds may get incredibly loud: jet engine, etc...



Cycling Techniques

✦We just explored 7 different techniques

✦Now lets put them together into cycles

✦Put 2 to 4 techniques together in a cycle

✦Cycle example: phantom wiggling, peering, rotation

✦Repeat the entire cycle 4 times, or until success



Cycling Techniques
Quick Example:

✦Upon awakening = immediately attempt to separate

✦No success = immediately begin a technique

✦Success w/in 5 sec = build it up, attempt separation

✦No success w/in 5 sec = go to next technique

✦Repeat with 2 to 4 chosen techniques (a cycle)

✦ If no technique works thru first cycle, repeat 4 times!



Cycling Techniques

✦This entire sequence should take you about 1 minute

✦ If the entire 4 cycles are unsuccessful

✦Go back to sleep w/ clear intention to try again upon 
next awakening

✦You will have many opportunities in a single morning

✦Don’t sweat it if you miss it!

✦ Just go back to sleep & try again



Example of an Attempt
✦Go to bed at midnite (first sleep)

✦Get up (w/ alarm or naturally) at 6 am (6 hrs sleep)*

✦Stay up 3 to 50 min*

✦Go back to sleep (maybe new location) w/ intention*

✦Wake up w/o movement, attempt separation

✦No success in 5 sec = start cycling techniques

✦1 cycle: phantom wiggling(5 sec), peering(5 sec), 
rotation(5 sec)



Example of an Attempt
✦2 cycle: phantom wiggling(5 sec), peering(5 sec), 

rotation(5 sec)

✦3 cycle: phantom wiggling... Whoa, it starts to work!!!*

✦Stay with the technique, amplify the sensation

✦Let it reach a peak & immediately attempt separation  
(Levitation, rolling out, getting up, etc.)

✦Success or no success

✦you can retry upon each awakening

✦each morning gives you many opportunities!!!



Indirect Method
Stages of sleep chart

Source: Michael Raduga

First Sleep 2nd Sleep



Common Mistakes
✦Not separating immediately upon awakening,  

even tho 50% of success can be had this way!

✦Not separating when a technique starts working

✦Switching from a technique that has started working 
(stay w/ it and attempt to separate)

✦Not re-entering after returning to the body 
(often it is super easy to separate again)

✦Doing the techniques half-heartedly  
(give them your all, put your all into them)



Signs of Success
✦A technique has begun working if:

✦ it starts to become super real

✦you start feeling vibrations, tingling, buzzing, etc.

✦you start to see images, pictures, symbols, visuals

✦start to hear unusual sounds, chimes, melodies, etc.

✦These are all indicators that you are in!

✦Separate immediately

✦Float out, roll out, get up!



Tips & Tricks
✦Heavy sleeper: longer wake between 1st & 2nd sleep

✦Light sleeper: shorter wake between 1st & 2nd sleep

✦Consider 2nd sleep in different location*

✦Play with each technique, choose ones you really like

✦Techniques that work can change over time

✦Set intentions before sleep to make attempts

✦Write out your protocol on a piece of paper

✦Write out your goals on a piece of paper



Tips & Tricks
✦Keep a journal

✦analyze your attempts

✦ look for ways to improve:  
how can I do better next time?

✦write down your successes

✦ log your OBEs with a date, experience number

✦Create a plan of action

✦ It will inspire you to make attempts

✦ It will give you a focus once you’re OOB



Tips & Tricks
✦Keep refining your algorithm

✦make sure you are really following it exactly

✦ESPECIALLY if you are not getting success

✦Stay focused & on target

✦Practice about 3 times per week

✦Keep the momentum going

“An almost automatic determination must be set up, 
however, if projections with conscious awareness are 
to be anything but rare oddities.” ~ES6, Session 274



Tips & Tricks
✦If you wake up with movement

✦Do not throw away the opportunity!

✦Cycle techniques anyway

✦Consider this: many 1st awakening movements are 
phantom: they are not real!

✦Cycles of techniques will bring you back into the 
in-between state, so no worries

✦You may only think you are too awake*(mind trick)

✦You can train ourself to wake w/o movement!



Tips & Tricks
✦If you have trouble separating from body

✦You can skip “formal” separation

✦Translocate (Disapparate) directly from the body

✦Do it immediately upon awakening, or during a  
working technique

✦Translocate: close etheric eyes / intend / open

✦Quickly, immediately, fully visualize yourself in 
another location (aka target technique)

✦Quickly, immediately, fully immerse yourself in a 
kinesthetic visual technique (running, biking, etc.)



Tips & Tricks
✦Upon returning to the body

✦Try again! Make another attempt! 
Its often easy to pop back in!

✦You are already in the optimal state

✦ You can have numerous re-entries

✦Upon a return to the body:

✦repeat the process as if you just woke up!

✦attempt to separate, cycle techniques as needed



Tips & Tricks

✦Most important is to RELAX

✦be easy about all of this

✦make it a playful venture (not a painful one!)

✦take joy & pleasure in the techniques

✦ let it be OK whether you get out or not!

✦stay focused, but relaxed

✦very important: honor your sleep cycles 

R E L A X



OK, I’m out, now what?
The Art of Deepening your OOB

✦Once out, you’ll want to deepen your OOB

✦W/o deepening, you are likely to have a...

✦much shorter experience

✦sudden unwanted return to the body

✦chaotic experience, lacking clarity & focus

✦OK, what is deepening? and how do I do it?



The Art of Deepening
What is deepening?

✦a way of focusing yourself into the OOB state

✦ like tuning a radio, you tune yourself into a highly 
focused mind state, stabilizing your experience

✦you dial your inner senses into a very specific & 
stable reality construction

✦blurry vision gets clear; hearing becomes acute, 
your “body” is quick, mobile, light; the mind is clear



The Art of Deepening
How do I deepen?

✦once out, immediately palpate your surroundings

✦ focus intently on the sensations of touch

✦use vision to scrutinize objects, just inches away

✦keep feeling, moving, taking in more, stay active

✦use kinesthetic-visual senses

✦ let the environment you are in crystalize, stabilize

✦ it literally feels like you are dialing into this state



Plan of Action
Ideas for Plans of Action while OOB

✦Visit a master, dead or alive

✦Play with your pet OOB (fun!)

✦Visit a past or future home, mate, friend, etc...

✦Visit mythical places:  
Hogwarts, Minas Tirith, Mt Olympus

✦Practice reality construction:  
materialize & dematerialize objects

✦Many many more... even the sky is not the limit!



Review

✦Use the Indirect Method for easy access

✦Upon awakening, attempt separation, cycle techniques

✦Once OOB, make sure to deepen, deepen, deepen

✦Have a plan of action, and carry it out

✦Attempt re-entry after each return to the body

✦ I will post this outline on my website: 
www.SumariHealingArts.com

http://www.sumarihealingarts.com


Plans for Next Year
Advanced Techniques While Out of Body

✦Lets all practice, creating a new basis of understanding

✦Lets also create community

✦share our experiences

✦ learn from each other

✦ I look forward to taking this art to a whole new level

✦ I look forward to our collective growth & expansion



THE END
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